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Evertype Apr 2014, 2014. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu. 218x139x6 mm. Neuware - Five short
stories inspired by the American writer H. P. Lovecraft, creator and acknowledged master of the
genre of Cosmic Horror. --- 'Cuitiliú': Did the Great Old Ones ever walk in Ireland Did they have
something to do with what happened at Devil's Cliff The forgotten pages of Amhlaoibh Ó
Súilleabháin's Diary may hold the answers. --- 'The Call of the Stars': His father left him a packet of
mysterious Irish manuscripts, and when Máirtin Mac Cuarta read them, he felt the stars call to him.
--- 'The Book of Poison': Finnish student Panu Höglund only wanted to read old books to learn the
Irish language, but then one was sent to him that had an ancient poison in it. --- 'The Midnight
Worm in Ikaalinen' is at the heart of this collection: a prize-winning story by the Finnish philosopher
S. Albert Kivinen, who introduced Lovecraft to Finnish readers of fantasy. In this story, Kivinen
describes a cosmic monster who made its nest in Ikaalinen, a small market town in Western
Finland-the hometown of the writer himself. --- 'Paappana, or Erkki Santanen's Music': Club music
drew hundreds of...
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Reviews
An extremely awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. I have got go through and so i am certain that i will going to read again once again in the
foreseeable future. I found out this ebook from my dad and i recommended this publication to understand.
-- Ang ela K a ssulke
The publication is not di icult in study preferable to fully grasp. It really is rally intriguing throgh looking at period of time. I found out this pdf from my
dad and i advised this ebook to find out.
-- Fa biola Hilper t
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